Our overall objective is the development of a generalized methodology and code for the automated generation of the kinematics equations of robots and for the analytical solution of their motion planning equations subject to time-varying constraints, behavioral objectives and modular configuration.
and a Lagrangian-based constrained optimization where is the general criterion to be optimized, and represents a set of r general constraints. The unique aspect of this approach is that it leads to analytical solutions that simultaneously fulfill the optimization criterion and all constraints applicable at the particular time-step (loop rate) [1, 2, 3, 4] .
Research Progress and Implications:
As of the first year and a half of this 3-year project, we have completed the methodology development and corresponding code for three major modules of the overall software system. The first is the automatic generation of the forward kinematics equations for robots with arbitrary numbers of actuated joints. From the DenavitHartenburh (DH) parameters representing each link-joint module, the transformation matrices representing the modules are automatically generated to produce the global transformation matrix of the complete system, from which the forward kinematics equations are extracted, in symbolic form. From this symbolic representation, automated differentiation is performed to automatically generate, in symbolic form, the Jacobian matrix for the overall system. This approach is valid for any link-joint system and, therefore, it applies to tools as well as
manipulators and mobile manipulators. Because the automated generation can be invoked at any time during operation, immediate adaptation of the kinematics and motion planning equations is now possible when changes of configuration occur (e.g., modular robots, change of tools, etc.). Because it impacts the entire field of robotics by allowing automated generation of robots equations, this module, which has been named the "JFKengine" (Jacobian and Forward Kinematics engine) is being prepared for wide dissemination, with full source code, through availability via a public website. A technical report on the JFKengine operation has been issued [5] and a Journal article is in review for publication [6] . As an example, Fig. 1 displays a sample of the motion planning capability when a tool is being picked up, used on a trajectory, and then released. At the pick-up and release events, the JFKengine is invoked and the system's equations automatically updated to reflect the new kinematics. While the tool is held, the end point of the tool is being controlled through the inverse kinematics and motion-planning algorithm.
Figure 1. Results of a motion planning simulation involving tool changing. The trajectory of the manipulator starts on the right without a tool; the arm then picks up a 2-joint articulated tool (hence changing the kinematics) and moves it out toward the bottom left of the picture (the tool isn't shown as part of the manipulator until it is grasped).
It subsequently puts the tool down again (making the arm effectively shorter) and moves to the next location to the upper left of the figure.
The second aspect of the overall methodology that has been completed involves a dynamics simulation system allowing visualization with full 3D geometric accuracy. It models Newtonian mechanics with coulomb friction. By exploiting recently developed rigid-body simulation techniques, it is able to simulate complex systems (even with multiple interacting robots) in real-time. This dynamic simulation capability opens the possibility of research using hybrid real and simulated systems -'hardware-in-the-loop' simulations, and will allow us to explore the issues involved with use of the same motion planning code to drive real robots or their simulation, in particular during changes of configurations, constraints, and task objectives.
The third major activity has focused on enhancing the earlier version of the basic solver code, i.e., the code generating the entire solution space for the under-specified system of equations and performing the constrained optimization. The code was verified for proper resolution in comparisons with the standard Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse in sample problems involving manipulators and mobile manipulators with various configurations and degrees of freedom, and for proper handling of constraints that could change at loop-rate, including avoidance of multiple obstacles and joint limits. Emphasis this year has been on developing analytical solution methods for additional types of constraints, such as linear or planar motion constraints for tools or non-holonomic constraints for mobile platforms. For example, Fig 2 shows a sample problem involving the motion of a mobile platform with a carlike kinematics, i.e., with a very strong non-holonomic constraint. The significance of the approach successfully handling non-holonomic constraints (which due to their non-integrable nature cannot be handled by other approaches), is to reinforce that the capability of the novel constrained optimization scheme to handle widely varying types and numbers of constraints and criteria, that can change at loop rate, through a single resolution code. A journal article presenting the developed methodologies in this constrained optimization area is in review for publication [7] . 
Planned activities:
During the remainder of this second year of activities, the basic solver and optimization code will be finalized to be suitable for use directly in both simulation mode and in actual target robot control hardware. Additional analytical solutions approaches for handling, in bounded algorithmic time, novel sets of constraints and optimization criteria will be derived for inclusion in the overall resolution code. With completion of the integrated version of the complete code, we will then perform extensive computational experiments to establish characteristic orders, complexity, and completeness of the algorithms. In FY-04, we will focus on investigations of non-linear task objective criteria and corresponding analytical resolution. For each solution strategy and implementation, we will perform experimental investigations of complexity and bounded time through comparative computational experiments to assess preferred resolution approaches for these objective functions. We will also focus on proof-ofprinciple experiments using kinematics configurations of existing D&D robots at ORNL, including implementation on an actual robot control system to demonstrate pervasiveness of the single-code approach.
